ABSTRACT. Let H be an infinite dimensional complex Hubert space, and let !B(/V) (resp. C(zY)) be the algebra of all bounded (resp. compact) linear operators on H. It is well known that every T e 3$(zV) has a best approximation from the subspace C(zV). The purpose of this paper is to study the uniqueness problem concerning the best approximation of a bounded linear operator by compact operators.
Introduction.
Let H be an infinite dimensional complex Hubert space, and let $(//) (resp. C(H)) be the algebra of all bounded (resp. compact) linear operators on H. It is well known 14], [6] 
that C(H) is proximinal in jj(H), that is, for every T e %(H) there exists a C e Ç.(H) such that ||T -C|| = dist (T, (¿.(H))
. It was shown, in [7] , for arbitrary noncompact T that the set j(T) of best compact approximants to T has infinite dimension. From this proposition it can be deduced that cQ viewed as a subspace of zzz has the same property. These spaces are the first "natural" proximinal subspaces known to the authors to have such a property. This phenomenon leads one to the question of finding a unique representative from j(T). Thus the purpose of this paper is to study the uniqueness problem concerning the best approximation of a bounded linear operator by compact operators. Our criterion for selecting a unique representative CT from 9(T) is that C"r should commute with T. Now, in general, to satisfy our criterion for arbitrary T is not an easy task, since Lomonosov has shown [8] that any operator commuting with a nontrivial compact operator has a nontrivial invariant subspace. However, we recall from [7] that operators in the set £(H)° = \T e S(tf)| ||T|| = dist (T, C(W))1 (anticompact operators) have, by definition, a commuting best compact approximant, namely 0. The anticompact operators have been considered by Coburn [2] and were termed "extremely noncompact." To study this situation in more detail, we introduce two classes of operators in £(H):
ZUC a\T e %(H)\0 is the unique compact operator that commutes with T\ and ZUCA = {T e i8(//)|0 is the unique operator in 9(T) that commutes with T\.
Clearly, ZUC O £(r/)° C ZUCA C (¿(H)0 and, as we shall see, these inclu- Let re(T) be the essential spectral radius of T e %(H). Although there are several notions of essential spectrum, it was shown in [9] that the corresponding essential spectral radii are all the same. Hence rg(T) is unambiguously defined as, for example, maxj|À| |À e licePiH) Spectrum (T + C)\.
Definition. T e ¡B(/i) is essentially normaloid if re(T)= \\T\\.
In [7] it was observed that seminormal operators with empty point spectrum are essentially normaloid, and the following proposition was proved: Proposition 2. Every essentially normaloid operator is anticompact.
Our strategy for this section may now be described. We will use Proposition 1 to restrict our attention to certain essentially normaloid operators.
Then, in view of Proposition 2, to prove that such an operator is in ZUCA it suffices to show that the operator belongs to ZUC. Suppose that E is an eigenspace of C C corresponding to a positive eigenvalue.
It is easy to check that N «-» C C implies E is an invariant subspace of N. Since E is finite dimensional, this means that zV must have an eigenvalue, which contradicts our hypothesis. Thus the spectrum of C C is |0j. Hence C C = 0, which implies C = 0. Q.E.D. Proof. Express the isometry in its Wold decomposition [5] as U © W, where U is a pure isometry (i.e. a unilateral shift of some multiplicity) and W is a unitary operator. Any eigenspace of the isometry must be an eigenspace of the unitary part, and hence a reducing subspace of the isometry.
Thus if an isometry has an eigenvalue, it has a compact direct summand, and
by Proposition 1 it is not in ZUCA.
Conversely, if the point spectrum of the isometry (a subnormal operator)
is empty, Proposition 2 is applicable, and it is sufficient to show that the isometry is in ZUC. Thus, using the definition of K^, it is easy to check that K^ is an eigenvec- Hence, we will require that all the weights be positive.
We begin by characterizing the weighted shifts in ZUC. For T e %(H) a necessary condition for T to be in ZUC is that Tn be noncompact for every positive integer 72. It is interesting to note that for weighted shifts this condition is also sufficient. The following remarks will be useful later, and refer to a weighted shift T with positive weights. then T e ZUCA.
The proof is omitted since its essence is contained in the proof of Proposition 5. This result enlarges the class of weighted shifts known to be in ZUCA. Corollary.
There exists a quasinormal operator with empty point spectrum having a nonzero commuting compact best approximant.
Proof. Let T and C be as in the previous example, let N be a normal operator with empty point spectrum on some Hilbert space, and consider the operator N (BT, on the appropriate Hilbert space H. N © T is a quasinormal operator, and its point spectrum is empty. Suppose that \\N\\ > \\T -C|| and ||zV|| > ||7"||. In [7] it was proved that if C, is a best compact approximant to N and C2 is a best compact approximant to T, then dist (A/ © T, eCfO) = ||/V © T -C, © C2||. Proof. Let S be any selfadjoint operator with empty point spectrum.
Evidently T = I + e S, t -» 0, is a sequence of selfadjoint operators with empty point spectrum converging uniformly to /. Q.E.D.
By Theorem 1, the T 's are in ZUC and ZUCA; however, / is in neither.
Such a phenomenon illustrates the delicate and discontinuous nature of the ZÍ7CA property since we have just exhibited a sequence of operators each of whose set of commuting best compact approximations is zero dimensional,
